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                                                               HOLOCAUST DAY… 
                                                             A Time for Reflection 
 
 
Hi Parents, 
Each year at this time I make reference to the commemoration of Holocaust...that time in history 
during the Second World War when so much terrible suffering was inflicted on millions of people 
due to the evil that existed in the world at that time. 
For children and adults alike it is totally hard ...if not impossible...to understand such an awful 
period in history. Similarly, slavery and other such awful episodes in world history are totally 
impossible to understand. Ever since I arrived at St Andrew’s I have always encouraged the 
significance of each one of us ‘Counting our Blessings’.    
Coronavirus has reminded us of the importance of life, good health, loving families. 
Suffering still occurs in the world...even more so during this Pandemic. I thank the Lord for the love 
of our families and for the strength we try to give each other through our friendship , determination 
to pull through and hope for a brighter future. 
God Bless.    May we always count our blessings. 
 
————000000———— 
On a happier note - I send you more ‘Reasons to be Proud’ of our great kids and their families.:- 
 

Eva B  in Y3..some super work in English writing instructions on how to make her own lunch. Eva 
made some amazing croissants! 
Another fun exercise. Involving practising the important basic skill of writing...followed by the 

making yummy food! Well done Eva     (I hope you also cleared up any mess you made!!!!) 
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Reception kids working on Shakespeare! Some great picture creations of this famous play by William 
Shakespeare:- 

Annie W and Emily H did their work at school.... 

Ella M  and  Theo T.  did their work at home.... 
All producing fantastic work. 

   



Year 1 Kingfishers have been writing instructions on how to make a bus. They then made a bus using their 
instructions. The children at home and school did a super job. Here is Eva R with her bus (from school) and 
a yellow bus made by Rosie G (made at home) 

> Eva.  ....  and.   Rosie.  ....  your buses look absolutely brilliant. Thank you and well done. 

 

 



 
Katie J (Y5) has been working really hard with her Google classroom work and then doing extra work in 

 her own exercise book. Her teacher writes:- ‘ She's very determined to understand fractions too 

 and has been completing extra at weekends.’ 

What another great example of super work . Well done Katie.   

 

  



 
 

 

 


